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$818BILLIONlost annually, worldwide
due to inventory challenges.1
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Customer
reactions to
out-of-stock
issues2: 

Cost

Store Web Mobile SocialWarehouse

Identify trends based
on up-to-minute data.

Provide accurate inventory
details to shoppers.

Optimize pricing to reflect
real-time availability.
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Inventory data 
is siloed by channel

Challenges

Shelf scanning technology
Avoid empty shelves.

RFID technology
Locate misplaced inventory.

Mobile POS
Provide access to 
real-time product info.

Store Web Mobile SocialWarehouse

Analytics
· Identify sales trends
· Get alerts on supply and demand
· Shift promotions to in-stock items
· Monitor customer satisfaction (social media, etc.)
· Integrate inventory visibility across channels
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or training.2 ½
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